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from the pastor’s desk
The Associate Pastor Nominating Committee continues to work diligently,
and with no small amount of patience and prayer, on finding a candidate who
will best serve the needs of our church. Thus far we have reviewed over 100
applications – called Personal Information Forms in the Presbyterian world – and
have interviewed by phone or in person over 10 “semi-finalists.” As of this writing,
we are not yet in a position of recommending someone, which, like it or not, is
all too typical in the Presbyterian system. (Past searches at SCAPC have taken two
years or so.)
Why is this so? One, candidates need to feel, and demonstrate, a strong
sense of call to the position and show that their gifts and abilities are well-suited
for our needs. Second, and probably foremost, the APNC is totally committed to
finding the very best person. Though we have interviewed some fine persons, none of them, in our opinion, has
been the right match for SCAPC. Finally, identifying a candidate is an art and a science. The science is easy –
making sure the skill-set matches with our requirements, etc. – but the “art part” is hard. This is because it is about
discerning the will of God, the call of God. Call must happen for both parties, candidate and congregation, and
is best defined, to paraphrase Frederick Buechner, as the place where a candidate’s deep gladness and the church’s
hunger meet.
And so the search goes on for the right person. As you may know, this “right person” will be both a generalist
in ministry – preaching, teaching, pastoral care, and administration – but also be a specialist in community
ministry. Surveys of the congregation clearly showed that local outreach was the single highest priority for our
church. While we are proud of our current mission efforts, especially in the post-Katrina years, we want to do
even more. In particular, we would like to see the further growth and development of the Carrollton Camps
programs, to the extent that they might be expanded. Who knows...one day this program may become a brand
new worshipping community. That is certainly a dream of mine!
I would ask your continuing prayers for this committee. After all, you, the congregation, elected them and
they “work” for you, and have done so tirelessly. They are: Walter Harris, Chair; John Dunlap, Nick Favret, Ashley
Hope, Emma Pegues, Geoff Snodgrass, Dawn Talbot, Miles Thomas, and Don Frampton (ex officio).

Faithfully,

Donald R. Frampton
Senior Pastor
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10 YEARS

of Rebuilding Hope
by Dave White & Carro Gardner, RHINO Board Members

a very festive second line through the church at RHINO’s 10th birthday party
Rebuilding Hope in New Orleans (RHINO) was born in Houston before the last of the floodwaters retreated
and the first SCAPC members returned home in early autumn of 2005. The displaced staff and members drew on
Associate Pastor Paul Seelman’s urban planning background as they sought God’s guidance in helping a broken city
recover. Little did they know how well and how long this new ministry would have an impact. The time line and
statistics tell some of the story. But the people whose lives were touched, as “rebuilders” and as recipients, are at the
heart of the matter.
The Lord has led us from gutting homes to rebuilding them, from deconstruction to construction, from repairing
school buildings to building a school garden. Folks from the corners of the U.S. and beyond graduated from
temporary quarters in the Land Building to the comfort of Brent House Hotel. To meet these volunteers were
members of SCAPC who greeted them, served them meals, showed them the city, and worked beside them. In the
process, RHINO forged important partnerships in the community, leading to common efforts to help those in need.
RHINO never stood still. Ministry coordinators, Chesley, Jill, Katie, Will, Sarah, Kate, Avery, Emma and Caroline
have guided the church and the volunteers through critical challenges, changing needs and new opportunities. They
found meaningful work for adult visitors and established Camp RHINO for teens. They advanced the use of social
media to keep in touch with new and returning volunteers. And they have supported emerging new community
ministries for our church.
The job of “rebuilding hope” is far from finished, but with the dedicated people of SCAPC and the Christ-inspired
volunteers who keep coming, the commitment just keeps getting stronger. Thank you to past and present RHINO
Board members, dinner hosts, and other church members who have volunteered to help make RHINO a success for
the last 10 years. We couldn’t have served this city for 10 years without you. •
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2005
August 29, 2005 - Hurricane Katrina hits New Orleans

2006

2007

October 24, 2005 - RHINO begins with a group of 25
from Mt. Pleasant Presbyterian Church, Mt. Pleasant,
SC. Volunteers are housed in converted dorm space in
the Land Building.
RHINO starts out gutting homes, handing out
donated clothes and supplies, and feeding volunteers.
Early 2007 - RHINO volunteers finish gutting the last
of over 300 houses.
2007-2010 - Operation Ferry Place: RHINO builds
and funds 14 Habitat houses. The entire block takes
three years to complete.

2008

2008 - RHINO helps build six Habitat houses at
Musicians’ Village.

2009

2010

2008 - SCAPC’s Land Building retires from its role
as a dormitory. RHINO volunteers begin to stay at
Ochsner’s Brent House Hotel.

2010 - RHINO helps build 15 Habitat houses on
Project Green Street.
2010 - RHINO recieves the 2010 Community
Transformation Award from the PC(USA).

2011

Sept 2010 - Rebuilding Hope Mission trips begin with
a mission trip to Atlanta, GA.
Feb 2011 - Rebuilding Hope Mission trip to Nashville,
TN to help those affected by the Cumberland River
flood.

2012

2013

2014
RHINO has helped to build over 50 houses.
Volunteers have come from 43 states, 3 countries, and
284 cities.
75 members of the SCAPC congregation have hosted
RHINO dinners.
RHINO served 5,900 meals to volunteers in 20142015.
RHINO has hosted over 7,500 volunteers.

2015

Feb 2012 - Rebuilding Hope Mission trip to
Tuscaloosa, AL to help repair tornado damage.
Summer 2012 - 1st Camp RHINO, 2 weeks, 30
campers
2012 - 5,000th RHINO Volunteer
May 2013 - Rebuilding Hope Mission trip to New
York to help those hit by Hurricane Sandy.
Summer 2013 - 2nd Camp RHINO, 4 weeks, 150
campers
Dec 2013 - Rebuilding Hope Mission trip to Oklahoma
to help those affected by tornadoes.
2014 - 6,000th RHINO volunteer
Summer 2014 - 3rd Camp RHINO, 5 weeks, 200
campers
Oct 2014 - Rebuilding Hope Mission trip to Virginia
to help in Appalachia.
Summer 2015 - 4th Camp RHINO, 7 weeks, 300
campers
August 2015 - RHINO Katrina+10 Day of Service
October 2015 - SC BBQ Benefit for flood victims
November 2015 - Rebuilding Hope Mission trip to
Wimberly, TX to repair flooded homes
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FROM A FEW OF OUR LONG-TERM RHINO VOLUNTEERS:
Laurel Presbyterian Church (Maryland) put together a team of mostly unskilled volunteers in the spring of 2006, just
a few months after Katrina hit. That first year we stayed in a damaged house without air-conditioning in Pass Christian
MS and took our meals in a tent on the beach.
We returned to Mississippi three more times and then shifted for a couple of years to help with flood damage in
Nashville. Six years after Katrina much of the early enthusiasm had dissipated, and we were seriously questioning
whether going all that way just to to pick stuff up was the best use of our time.
But during that second trip to Nashville in 2011, a team from New Orleans arrived, calling themselves something
like “Reverse Rhinos.” When we pieced together their story, we realized that their effort to address long-standing urban
housing issues, partnering with Habitat, was the program we were looking for.
Our next trip in January (of 2016) will be our fifth in the RHINO program. We have now sent more than 80 of our
congregation on mission trips of this kind, with many volunteers taking advantage of the non-construction work that
RHINO has added to the program.
-Elden Carnahan, Laurel Pres, Maryland
This November (2015) marked our seventh RHINO mission trip. Three elements are needed for people to be the
change they want to see in this world: opportunities to be of service, persons to provide that service, and the platform
to connect the two. RHINO is just such a platform.
In the Spring of 2013, while on a trip with RHINO, we worked with volunteers from Julliard on a Habitat build in
the 7th Ward. One of the Julliard students expressed surprise that there were always church groups volunteering with
them at the Habitat sites in New Orleans. That led to a discussion about faith, hope, and love and manifesting that love
in service to others. While there is a tendency to focus on the beneficiaries of the volunteer efforts, RHINO’s platform
provides numerous mission and outreach opportunities - between volunteers at the job sites, among the neighbors in
the communities where we volunteer, and with the broader New Orleans community while enjoying your justly-famous
food, drink, and hospitality.
We return again and again because of the warm embrace by the St. Charles Avenue Presbyterian Church community,
and we are inspired by SCAPC’s understanding that its church extends far beyond the beautiful buildings at 1545 State
Street.
-Roland Behm, Morningside Pres, Atlanta, GA
It’s hard to believe that a decade has passed since Katrina and harder still to believe that RHINO is still going strong
and that our group from St. Louis has sent a team each year. It was a bittersweet year as this was the last year for myself
and for several others in our group who are no longer able to meet the physical demands of the work. Time marches on
as well for those whose hospitality we enjoy. As it has been every year, it was exciting to see daily tangible results of our
work.
I will miss the SCAPC members who have become like family to us, particularly the Rosamonds, who have hosted us
for dinner eight of the ten years we have visited; members of the RHINO board, Carro Gardner, Ruth Hinson, Dave
White and others who have loved us lavishly; Jim and Bonnie Hobden who have always provided the best meals; senior
pastor Don Frampton and his staff; and the always excellent RHINO program directors.
Perhaps the best compliment we can pay to SCAPC is to take the RHINO spirit home with us as we seek ways to be
of service in our own communities. We return home from New Orleans with new skills to practice in our own lives and
a continuing spirit for volunteerism in our communities. We seek to make a difference, which is the reward, as we are
able to see people’s lives change for the better, hopefully for
generations to come.
-Diana Likely, Webster Groves Pres, St. Louis, MO
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FROM RHINO CHEFS, JIM & BONNIE HOBDEN:
When Hurricane Katrina devastated our community, we were looking for a way to help with recovery. Bonnie was
on the church staff and took on food service for the RHINO project. Jim volunteered to lead RHINO crews to
gut houses. About the time RHINO moved into the building phase, Jim began doing more of the cooking with
Bonnie. The enthusiasm and generosity of the RHINO workers was and continues to be inspirational. They stirred
Jim’s dormant faith enough to have him finally officially join SCAPC after 35 years as a visitor. Caroline is our ninth
coordinator and how lucky we have been to know and become friends with each of these amazing young people. The
character of these coordinators, and our congregation’s enthusiastic support, have been prime factors in our wanting to
continue to be part of the RHINO team. What a rewarding 10 years it has been.
Every RHINO group has enjoyed a taste of SCAPC’s red beans and rice. Our recipe is a collaboration of family, church staff,
sextons, and even the SCAPC mail man. Enjoy!

RHINO Red Beans & Rice
From the SCAPC Kitchen of Jim & Bonnie Hobden
makes 24 cups or 32 - 3/4 cup servings

Ingredients:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Four pounds dry red beans (Camellia brand)
Two large smoked ham hocks
Two pounds of pre-cut pickle pork (Richard brand)
¼ cup olive oil
Four cups chopped onion, two cups chopped bell pepper
and two cups chopped celery
One bunch of parsley, chopped
Two tablespoons of garlic, minced
One tablespoon ground thyme, two tablespoons Tony
Chachere’s Creole Seasoning, four bay leaves broken in
half
Water
Smoked Sausage (for serving)

top and bottom photos of SCAPC members participating
in RHINO’s Katrina+10 Day of Service

Directions:

1. Soak red beans in water overnight.
2. The next day, discard old water and fill with new water to
about 2 inches over the beans. Bring to a boil.
3. Boil the ham hocks for 5 minutes in a separate pot (they will
release foam), then add hocks to beans and discard water.
4. In a separate pan, sauté the pickle meat in a pan with some of
the olive oil to prevent sticking. Add to the beans.
5. Sauté onion, bell pepper, and celery in remaining olive oil for
about 5 minutes. Add parsley and garlic during the last minute.
Add to the beans.
6. Cook for two to three hours at a slight boil, until beans are
tender. Stir frequently, especially near the end so that soft beans
do not stick and burn on the bottom of the pot. Water can be
added at any time to reach the desired consistency and help
prevent sticking.
7. Serve over rice with smoked sausage.
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2015
by Caroline Cottingham, RHINO Ministry Director
The first week of Camp RHINO felt like a whirlwind. It was my third week as a SCAPC staff member, so I hadn’t
figured out how to work the printer, much less how to run a camp of three hundred high school and junior high kids. I
wanted everything to be perfect. I wanted excellent meals and fantastic feedback, engaging work sites, and reliable staff.
I wanted every group leader to feel like we raised the bar, and every kid to go home and rave about their experience.
But first, I needed to convince McDonalds’ that I wasn’t handing them a fake credit card. I really do need 35 breakfast
sandwiches, RIGHT NOW. And a nap on the side, if that’s possible. No jelly. Just a nap.
Here’s my first lesson about summer camp: It will never be perfect.
The rooms were unprepared, the food portions were too small, the weather was too hot, the rain too frequent, the
songs too high-pitched, the work too tedious, and the roads too bumpy. By day two, I felt like I was really failing. What
did I sign myself up for? Six more weeks? Seriously?
Day four was the turn around. At 7am, when our group from Indianapolis walked in, I knew they had seen the magic.
“Guess what?!” One of the kids cornered me. “We got free ice cream last night!” One of the leaders corrected him,
“Actually, the Fire Chief was in front of us in line at Creole Creamery, and when he found out we were volunteering to
build houses, he paid for everyone!” He told the group about his own experience with Katrina and how grateful he was
that people are still traveling to New Orleans to serve the community. He talked about rescuing people from the floods
and feeling torn between staying to help and leaving with his own family. It was a story I have heard in many iterations,
but for these kids, it was an eye-opening
experience.
I heard this story over and over from
each camper. What struck me wasn’t
the excitement about ice cream but
their total amazement at the generosity,
hospitality, and resilience of local
residents. On that same day, both of
our groups got to meet the residents of
the homes they were rebuilding. I can’t
explain what an impact that moment
had on the kids. The work became
real and important, instead of tedious
and tiring. The stories had a face and
a name. The bedrooms belonged to a
child or a grandmother, and the living
room became a family room. The kids
came to view themselves and their
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work differently, because they met the people who would soon move
back in.
We also had dinner with Olivia and Archie Manning that night. They
graciously catered a beautiful spread from Liberty’s Kitchen. Over dinner
we heard Olivia tell a heart-wrenching story about Peyton and Eli. They
chartered a private plane after Katrina, gathered up thousands of dollars
of diapers, food, water, and other survival supplies, and then handed
these things out in NOLA. Each son came back to their parents’ house
and grabbed their favorite items to take home, just in case the house was
looted or worse. Just like the residents of the homes we were working
on, Olivia and Archie talked about how Katrina radically disrupted
their whole lives. Thankfully, their home didn’t flood, but the kids
came to understand that the trauma of the hurricane extended to every
neighborhood and citizen of New Orleans. We talked about individuals
who drove their boats around to rescue neighbors, families who took in
strangers, and what it felt like to return to New Orleans and realize the
rebuilding process would take years.
That night, I left the Mannings’ home and drove down Magazine
Street chasing a beautiful sunset. I realized that it would take another
week or two to iron out all the details – and it turned out, I was right.
But perfection wasn’t what mattered. These kids would go home and
probably not remember the one breakfast that I had to buy McDonalds
to supplement our bad meal or how tired they felt after sanding in 100
degree heat. They would remember the Fire Chief ’s story, the Mannings’
story, and the homeowners’ stories. They’ll remember how it felt to look
at the tiled wall of a bathroom and think, “I did that all by myself.”
They’ll remember the neighbors who came over and brought them snacks
as a thanks for coming to rebuild the neighborhood. I can’t create, teach,
or sell the magic of New Orleans. But that’s truly the gift of hosting
Camp here. My perfect moments were those I couldn’t plan or prepare
for, like the look on a camper’s face when he first saw a brass band in front
of St. Louis Cathedral. The feeling of pride I had to see a shy girl use a
power drill.
Over seven weeks, RHINO hosted almost three hundred campers
and adult leaders. We worked at around 25 sites, including renovation
and rebuilding on 15 houses with St. Bernard Project. Volunteers who
were too young to do construction work served around New Orleans
with Animal Rescue New Orleans, City Park, the YAV garden, Habitat
for Humanity’s Community Gardens, Second Harvest Food Bank, two
churches, Carrollton Summer Camp, and Anna’s Place summer camp.
The campers worked in almost every neighborhood in New Orleans, and
they left their mark in both tangible and emotional ways. I’m proud of
what we accomplished at Camp, even if some days I did go home feeling
like I was hit by a small bus. The housing and food, the roads – some of
these things we’ll change and plan better for, some will remain outside
my control.
Next year I plan to let go and let God. My goal won’t be perfection.
It will be that every camper leaves here with the memory that they truly
helped a stranger – and that New Orleans will always be a special place,
ready to call them back to experience the magic. •
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PW Evening Circle BOOK
by Gwen Wertz

As many of you know, Presbyterian Women across the
country and in other parts of the world meet during the
“school year” to review the same Bible Study. For many
years, because we like to meet and discuss different topics,
the Evening Circle group at SCAPC has selected different
books to review during the summer. This year we selected
three different ones. Below is a quick summary of each
and what I took away from them.
The Little Way of Ruthie
Leming: A Southern Girl, a
Small Town, and the Secret of a
Good Life
by Rod Dreher
The book follows Rod Dreher,
a Philadelphia journalist, back to
his hometown of St. Francisville,
LA (pop. 1,700) in the wake
of his younger sister Ruthie’s
diagnosis of terminal cancer at age
40 & her strong faith & love of all people.
What I found interesting was that many of the people
in the book, including Ruthie and her brother Rod
(the author), had many differences and conflicts, some
of which could not be resolved before her death. But
under all of it, were the ties and bonds that a community
brings to support other members of that community in
the worst times. Not only Ruthie and her family felt the
strength from this, but also others who walked the path
with her whether through her whole life or only parts of
her life before, during and after her illness and death.
Emily and Einstein
by Linda Francis Lee
Emily and Einstein is about
a woman recovering from the
loss of her husband from an
automobile accident while she is
helping the dog (Einstein) recover
from the surgeries from the same
accident.
At first I didn’t think I would
like the premise of the book, with the husband Sandy
Portman winding up in the body of a dog instead of
dying when hit by a car on his way to take Emily to
dinner intending to tell her he wants a divorce. When
given the choice to fade into “nothing” or agree to help
Emily cope after his death, he winds up in the body of
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the scruffy odd dog that caused the accident. Emily winds
up adopting him and naming him Einstein. But instead,
I found myself laughing at times as Sandy had to deal
with the physical and mental attributes of being a dog as
he helps Emily regain control of her life. He (Alexander
“Sandy” Regal Portman) comes from a prominent,
privileged background and has a history of walking away
when faced with adversity or discomfort, including his
marriage. While Emily is thinking they are living the
perfect life in her dream New York City apartment, the
reality sets in, and she and Sandy/Einstein are forced
to begin to explore and resolve their family issues (her
cheating husband, feminist mother and irresponsible
sister, his elitist mother to start with) and to discover what
is really important in life. This book was another that
required “healing” or “redemption” on the parts of both
of the main characters and others in their lives before they
could move on.
Still Alice
by Lisa Genova
This is the story of Alice
Howland, cognitive psychology
professor at Harvard and a
world-renowned expert in
linguistics, dealing with the
devastating diagnosis at the
age of fifty of early-onset
Alzheimer’s. Having once placed
her worth and identity in her celebrated and respected
academic life, she now has to re-evaluate her relationship
with her husband, her expectations of her three grown
children who are also at risk to develop the disease, and
her ideas about herself and her place in the world.
Having had an elderly grandmother who suffered
from Alzheimer’s (before they knew what Alzheimer’s
was) during my childhood and teen years, I was looking
to gain an understanding of some of what she went
through as she realized she was losing her short term
memory and her ability to handle the functions of daily
life. I was able to get a lot of that from this book as we
see Alice’s emotions and reactions as she begins to forget
certain words, where things are and even how to get back
home (my grandmother would walk down 9 flights of
stairs at her retirement home, going out the back fire door
so she could “catch the streetcar home”) and understand
at least to a certain point that the person is still there with
her unique personality, and that there are still subtle ways
to connect. •

SCAPC DELEGATION ATTENDS

2015 CHURCHWIDE GATHERING
OF PRESBYTERIAN WOMEN
by Emily Fleshman

The triennial Churchwide Gathering of Presbyterian Women was held June 18-21, 2015 at the Hyatt Regency
in Minneapolis, Minnesota. SCAPC was represented by Hallie Boh, Emily Fleshman, Mary Monsted, and Kathy
Randall among the group of nearly 2,000 women from across the country and around the world. The Gathering
theme, “One Body, One Spirit,” celebrated our common identity in Christ despite varied ideas and interests. Our
delegation was proud to be a part of a legacy that began in 1880 when the first Presbyterian Women’s group was
recognized in Newark, New Jersey.
Each morning and evening all registrants assembled for plenary sessions. Always a highlight, these inspirational
sessions offered a myriad of keynote speakers, musical and theatrical presentations, worship and international
pageantry focused on the missions and ministry of Presbyterian Women. At the first evening plenary session, a
particularly compelling presentation was made by Rev. Alika Galloway of the Kwanzaa Community Presbyterian
Church in North Minneapolis. Human trafficking is a major concern of PW at present. Rev. Galloway’s church
chartered the Northside Women’s Space in 2013 which has served over 631 women and girls as a means to break
the cycle for those exploited by sex trafficking.
Following each morning plenary session, a multitude of workshops were offered to allow more individual
participation for attendees. Each SCAPC participant selected her own track of workshops relevant to her interests
and role on SCAPC PW’s Coordinating Team. Aside from presentations, field trips, book groups, advocacy training,
worship opportunities and a Global Marketplace exhibit hall kept our days full and engaging. The exhibit hall
booth sponsored by ECPAT-USA, the leading anti-trafficking policy organization in the U.S., was a great source of
information and sold luggage tags and key chains made by trafficking victims to provide vulnerable women with a
job and skill set to break out of their circumstances.
It was a privilege to attend the 2015 Gathering and our SCAPC delegation looks forward to sharing more of our
experiences as they relate to future PW programming. •
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THURSDAY MORNING PRAYER & STUDY GROUP

meeting the ever-changing needs of St. Charles Avenue Presbyterian Church
by Ann Maier

The Thursday Morning Group began in
the early years of Don Frampton’s pastorate.
Initially the group met downtown on Gravier
Street. After a period of years it was time for a
change. Relocating to the Land Building better
encouraged participation by additional members.
Early members, including Hans Jonassen, Dennis
Kelly and Michael O’Keefe, were joined by Emmet
Wroten, Ed Lindsey, John Kelly and George
Schneider. At times the group has included our
pastors, including ‘Beau,’ the motorcycle driving
interim who enjoyed sharing a memorable book
called “St. Paul at the Movies.” Presently, Interim
Associate Pastor Phillip Stagg shares his insights and wisdom as a regular.
Thursday Morning Group can be a place of learning and sharing for university students and professors;
participation by Peggy Yo and Sui brought us a broader world view. Bob Weaver shared a complex and challenging
view of Calvin that expanded historical understanding while deepening faith. Henrietta Harris brings her knowledge
from an academic career in sociology to balance crucial questions of faith as we study such readings as the Austin
Seminary Quarterly on Incarceration. Guest speakers deepened the learning as we heard about the realities of
prisons in Louisiana and the possibilities of prison ministry in the real world.
Many talents are shared as years pass. Cherie Schneider is a world-class hostess, welcoming the group to the
Schneider home during construction and to the Banos Plantation for a sugar season field trip, her muffins continue
to delight us! Her deep spirituality helped lead us to study work by Joan Chittister. Top rated attorney, Rene Curry
can give a great legal ‘brief ’ to keep us clear when needed. Current events in the business and community education
areas are topics that Jim Bean helps the group connect to study focus. Welcoming participants who have differing
religious backgrounds has increased understanding of other Protestant and Catholic traditions.
Books chosen for study are selected by consensus. Retired educator, Elizabeth McGough often finds inspiring
selections and authors to keep us balancing the challenges of faith in our daily lives with faith and spirituality in our
personal growth. Authors such as Dietrich Bonhoeffer’s God is in the Manger, Michel Lindall’s The Christian Life,
Eugene H Peterson’s Telling it Slant, and a favorite, W. Eugene Marsh move us into ever changing ways of thinking.
Books authored by visiting speakers have included Harvey Cox’s The Future of Faith, William Willoman’s Why
Jesus? and 2015 Lupberger Series Speaker, Francis Taylor Gench’s Encounters with Jesus, Studies in the Gospel of
John. Elizabeth also helps keep the strong commitment to intercessory prayer as a staple of Thursday morning. We
discuss and pray the church prayer list, adding additional names and concerns.
Participation is a special key to Thursday Morning Group. Leadership is shared among all members of the
group, with a designated leader each week. All members read the assigned chapter and note the passages we like or
question or perhaps disagree with. The revolving challenge of leading the class is an exercise that keeps us learning.
Life-long learning is a popular phrase to describe a multi-purpose activity shown to reduce depression, maintain
mental acuity, improve social networks and more.
This article mentions only a few of the many past and present members and only a very small portion of the
books studied. Thursday Morning Study Group is a good place to be. Come once, come often, come as you are. •
SCAPC Land Building - 1535 State Street - every Thursday morning - 7-8 a.m.
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20/30S PINTS

PRESBYTERIANS IMBIBING IN NECESSARY THEOLOGICAL STUDY
by Genny Hagler, Young Adult Coordinator

As the coordinator for Young Adults at SCAPC, I’m always trying to think of ways to bring people together for
meaningful discussions in small groups. Sunday morning worship allows us a time for large group reflection on the words
of others. For those of us who are renewed by quiet listening and thinking, it is a time to sit back and be a congregant
and a passive participant. Sometimes, though, it is nice to be challenged in a different way by smaller, more in-depth
deliberation. While we are able to understand the world through language, the way we each perceive and interpret it differs
greatly. As the old Chinese proverb goes:

“What I hear, I forget; What I see, I remember; What I do, I understand.”
PINTS (Presbyterians Imbibing in Necessary Theological Study) was born out of the thought that we learn best not by
mere listening, but by having meaningful discussions and experiences. When we are allowed an opportunity to engage
with a common text and with each other, we learn more, and are often more present. The group was established last year in
response to a need for a forum for small group discussion outside of the traditional Sunday worship service. PINTS meets
around town, sometimes at local establishments, and other times at the homes of several welcoming and generous hosts.
One of the highlights has been having a safe and welcoming place for discussion. Some of the topics we have discussed
include: social media, relationships, privilege, New Orleans, busyness, and family relationships.
PINTS is a 20/30s small group dedicated to discussing current articles and topics of pertinent theological concern. We
meet every two weeks at various homes and locations. You are always welcome and invited to suggest a topic or interesting
subject to discuss. Get more involved on the 20/30s Facebook group: http://www.facebook.com/groups/SCAPC2030.
Questions? Contact genny@scapc.org. •
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SCOTLAND

SCAPC’S SUMMER TRIP TO THE LAND OF TARTANS

Tobermory (meaning “Mary’s Well”), the capital
of the Isle of Mull, was my favorite town in 2011 and
again this time. It is located in the northeastern part
of Mull, near the northern entrance of the Sound of
Mull. The town of approximately 700 people was
founded as a fishing port in 1788 on a layout designed
by Dumfriesshire engineer Thomas Telford. A red brick
Presbyterian Church (Church of Scotland) overlooks the
bay as also does the Western Isles Hotel where we stayed.
The hotel was used by the British Navy Scots during
WWII to help in the fight against the Nazi U-boats off the
coast of Scotland in the Atlantic. The charm of this vintage
hotel with an excellent restaurant will long be one of my
fondest memories. The photograph of Tobermory (top on
right page) shows the church in the center and the hotel
on the right both high on a hill. -Bob Smith
Saturday, August 1, from Tobermory to Iona
It rained hard the entire way on our morning drive
from one end of the island of Mull, Tobermory, to the
other, the ferry landing at Fiennphort. I was sure it would
be equally miserable on Iona, a short boat ride from the
landing. But Sylvia, our guide, assured the group that the
weather would be fine owing to unique Hebrides weather
patterns, and sure enough, the skies cleared just as we
pulled into the parking lot.
Mull is the largest and one of the most beautiful
islands of the Inner Hebrides chain. On the way we snaked
through verdant valleys, rocky crags and past lichensplotched boulders. Peaty, caramel-colored water trickled
off hills to form rushing streams. We drove past foxgloves,
rosebay, willow herb, and, as we skirted the shore, a
yellowish seaweed. We passed the village of Bunnesan, the
home of Mary MacDonald, the composer of “Morning is
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Broken.” With only a couple of hours on Iona, each of us
had to make the most of our time. After a quick look at
the historic Abbey, I struck out along a quiet path toward
the beach, but rather impulsively veered off in order to
hike a 500 foot mountain called Dun 1. After a half-hour
of carefully negotiating a steep and soggy trail, I made it
to the top and was afforded a spectacular panoramic view
of western Scotland. It proved to be a highlight of my
Scotland experience. -Don Frampton
Scotland was about our culture and heritage. It was
the wonderful castles and splendid homes of those who
gave us great literature. Most of all it was about fellowship
with a wonderful group of people.
-Donald Paxton
We have always wanted to visit Scotland.
The countryside is even more beautiful than we
expected, and we expected a lot. We were surprised by the
number of castles that seemed to be everywhere.
On our first day, we used our free time to take a
side trip by train from Glasgow to the village of Dunlop
where we had lunch and wandered the grave yard at the
Dunlop Church of Scotland.
My favorite place on the trip was the village
of Tobermory on the Isle of Mull and the scenic drive
down the Ross of Mull (and back) for the ferry ride
to and from the Isle of Iona. I was quite moved by the
cathedrals, abbeys and churches bearing the wounds of the
reformation: Glasgow Cathedral, St. Andrews Cathedral,
St. Giles Cathedral, Melrose Abbey, and Iona Abbey,
which only gave them even more spiritual meaning.
We found every aspect of the trip to be well
planned and executed. Several locals we met in Edinburgh
stated we had seen more of Scotland than they had.

Of course, no trip to Scotland would be complete without
a Loch Ness Monster sighting.
We are so blessed to have been able to go as a family with a
great group from SCAPC! -Dunlaps
Immersion in the adventure of exploring Scotland, the
land of my ancestors, with eleven ‘pals for life’ from SCAPC
created many cherished memories for me. From reveling in
the spectacle of the Royal Military Tattoo and getting lost in
contemplation in the ruins of castles, abbeys and palaces, I found
that she is beautiful, mysterious and full of a rich history. It was
fun adjusting my ears while learning to speak ‘Scottish’ in our cab
ride to the Kelvingrove Museum, and then lolly-gagging around
all afternoon in the Ubiquitous Chip. I cherished the Book Lover’s
Tour in Edinburgh and loved exploring the grounds of Sir Walter
Scott’s country estate, Abbotsford, where I was enthralled at the
sheer volume of his collection, which included Rob Roy’s gun
and the key to Mary Queen of Scot’s jail cell. I was awed by the
exquisite pastoral settings and the landscape…there are sheep are
everywhere, and what a sight to see those shaggy cows! I never
thought I’d need a kilt or a fabulous scarf from Ragamuffin, but
I see now that I did! Life is just better having been to Scotland.
Thank you, God, for this blessing!
-Jeanie Clinton
I was blown away by the wide diversity in the geography of
Scotland. Only about 2/3rds the size of Louisiana, short distances
exposed shocking differences in terrain. Rocky sea shores, islands
of all sizes, mountains raising into the clouds, lakes as deep as
750 feet and broad fields, many golden with wheat and barley.
Friendly people at every turn, more than willing to chat, answer
questions or just return a smile. History at every turn from the
time of Viking threats, ancient clans dueling over land and sheep,
to modern developments in science, economics, technology and
philosophy/theology. Literally the estuary for the birth of the
American ideal and the Presbyterian faith.
-Edwin Lupberger
My Favorite Things – Scotland edition
(to be sung to the tune of “My Favorite Things”)
Raindrops on thistle and tins full of shortbread.
Men playing bagpipes and things that King Charles said.
Touring St. Giles by pulling some strings
These are a few of my favorite things.
Bright colored tartans and sweaters of cashmere.
Shopping for kilts and for practical rain gear.
Learning the history of all of their kings
These are a few of my favorite things.
When the heat’s up.
When the stock’s down.
When I’m feeling sad.
I simply remember the Royal Tattoo
And then I don’t feel so bad. •
-Julie Graybill
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SCAPC Office &
Nursery School Renovations

by Wayne Willcox, Keflyn Fransen, & Genny Hagler

What renovations did we do?
The entire second floor of the
Education Building was renovated.
We installed new flooring and
carpet, repainted all of the walls,
replaced nearly all lighting fixtures,
renovated the kitchen, upgraded
all of the bathroom fixtures, added
new cabinetry in every classroom,
and replaced much of the Office
furniture.
No renovation project is without
surprises, and this one was no
exception.
Our biggest surprise
was discovering old floor tiles and
glue under the existing flooring that
had to be removed before we could
proceed with installing the new
flooring. Fortunately, our contractor
(Ginther Construction) was adept at managing schedules, and we were able to finish the project on time in spite of this
interruption.
We are especially indebted to church members Lynn Fabacher and Elizabeth Favret, who spent many hours perusing
color and fabric samples in order to help select our coordinated decorating theme. In addition, Mary Lib Cole of Sofas
& Chairs Inc. provided us with a very tasteful selection of new furniture for our church office.
Why were the renovations needed?
St. Charles Avenue Presbyterian Church is an important part of New Orleans and provides a high level of services
to the community. In order to continually improve and expand these services, it was important that we improve our
facilities. The biggest enhancement was creating more space and storage to meet the increasing number of programs run
from the church facilities. Additionally, for the nursery school and church Christian education classes, we made a more
hospitable environment for the children to learn and a better organized space for the teachers to facilitate that learning.
These changes place our classrooms among the best in the city.
In addition, the Long Range Plan recommended material additions to the Office staff. By making more efficient
use of our existing space and eliminating under-utilized closets and converting larger to smaller spaces, we were able to
make room for up to four new employees. At this point, adding any new employees beyond that will require significant
adjustments.
Who paid for the renovations?
The renovation cost approximately $465,000. The Nursery School contributed $251,000 (58%) toward this, Gifts
and Memorials Funds contributed $25,000 (6%), and the balance $189,000 (36%) was funded by the Maddox Property
Maintenance Fund of the Visionary Fund.
What are you (as the Nursery School Director) most excited about?
I’m most excited about the impact these renovations will have, not only on the nursery school, but on all the programs
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that use these spaces. Multipurpose rooms will house nursery school classes, Sunday school, youth group and committee
meetings. The library houses books sorted by multiple genres that are applicable to nursery school age children. Updated
closets and cabinets are organized with toys, manipulatives, and art supplies for all teachers to use and share. This new
level of access will allow for new and different experiences. The rooms are now rearranged and better organized to
capitalize on different centers and learning spaces for children.
How will the renovations help foster learning opportunities for the students?
As learning methods and children’s needs evolve, it becomes even more important to have access to the necessary tools.
Having the right organizational tools allows teachers to spend less time in setup and more time teaching. Additionally,
many of our classrooms are enabled with Smartboards. These tools allow for a combination of imaginative play and
learning through interactivity. •
see next page for in-progress photos of the renovation
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SCAPC
RENOVATION
in progress
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20

DONALD
D
ONALD JEFFERSON CELEBRATES
20
2
0 YEARS AT SCAPC

In October, we celebrated Donald Jefferson’s twentieth anniversary as an employee with SCAPC, which was
coincidental with his 65th birthday. Many of his family members were there to help him celebrate. As Donald is
a big Saints fan, the reception had a Saints theme, and we had fun with various images of Donald “Photoshopped”
in a Saints uniform. •
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CARROLLTON

SUMMER CAMP 2015
by Sean Tate, Carrollton Camp Director

As we concluded a successful Christmas Camp this past January, I was faced with a difficult dilemma; a dilemma called
summer camp. Summer camp, at this stage, was a dilemma as Christmas camp’s success created a high bar to surpass. How
could we expand on creating a camp experience that transported campers into a different world?
My mind immediately transported to an experience of my own childhood, summer vacations to Disney World, Universal
Studios, Six Flags, Blue Bayou, and other theme parks. In these trips, I remember being temporarily lost in the worlds these
parks labored so painstakingly and diligently to create exactly that effect. More than the rides, the food, and the souvenirs, I
began focusing on how we could replicate this experience for our campers without leaving Lafayette Charter School.
With that, this summer’s camp and its Theme Parks Adventures began to take shape. It would truly be, pun intended, an
incredible thrill ride to make all of the moving pieces come together to properly honor this experience while simultaneously
laying the groundwork of a fun and successful camp experience.
And come together those moving pieces did. For two weeks, our campers park hopped through camp as if we were actually
in Orlando. From making mouse ears, lightsabers, and superheroes to experiencing some members of the animal kingdom,
discovering which Hogwarts house you would be in, to building castles and superhero lairs from blocks and LEGOs, the
theme park adventures were all around.
The other integral component to my own theme park adventures were my co-adventurers, my own family. As a child, my
theme park trips not only functioned as my opportunity to see how many times I could ride Space Mountain, but was also
my family’s yearly vacation. I can’t begin to sing the successes of this summer’s camp without the amazing SCAPC family
who made sure that our camp never got lost and sat with us through every dark ride, twists, turns, and bumps. We had an
incredible turn out of volunteers who selflessly gave up their time, days off, and their own vacations to shepherd our campers
to their various activities. There was no need to buy expensive souvenirs that break within two weeks of getting home or
wanting not so great theme park food due to the incredible generosity of SCAPC members who donated snacks and camp
supplies to make all of our wildest theme park adventures come true.
As another Carrollton Camp concludes, I find myself in the same sort of haze that is present after a theme park trip.
There is of course the amazement of what was seen and accomplished, the gratitude for the opportunity, the exhaustion,
and wanting to remember it forever. As for the dilemma that was present at the conclusion of Christmas Camp, well, the
community support and suggestions of the campers have made that a non-issue for now... •
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DIRECTORY SPOT

SCAPC’S ONLINE MEMBER DIRECTORY

We have replaced our old MYSCAPC system with a much easier to use and navigate system called DirectorySpot.
This is a secure, password-protected directory with fun features such as auto dial (or text) when you click on a phone
number (or auto-email when you click an email address) and the launching of maps when you click on an address. A few things to note: This
directory is only open to SCAPC Members. You will log-in using your e-mail, but will only be able to use an e-mail that we already have in our
membership database. If you don’t have an e-mail on file with us or need to update your e-mail, contact Camille Zander, camille@scapc.org. If you find
that your contact information is out-of-date in DirectorySpot, you can send any updates to Camille as well.
DirectorySpot is available in both online and mobile formats. You can download it for free from the App Store (iPhone users) or Google Play
(Android users). You can also access the data from the web (find this info on the SCAPC website at www.scapc.org/directory-instructions).
For Smartphone Users: (if downloading to an iPad, just search for “iPhone apps” and you will find DirectorySpot)
1. Download the DirectorySpot app by going to your app store and searching “DirectorySpot” or by the appropriate link here: iPhone –
http://goo.gl/5U2Tzq or Android – http://goo.gl/iBK9lY
2. Launch DirectorySpot, enter your email address as your Username, and click on “Reset Password.”
3. Click on the link in your email to set your password, relaunch the DirectorySpot app, and login with your username and password.
For Tablet, Mac, or PC Users:
1. Go to www.directoryspot.net and click on “Login” in the upper right hand corner.
2. Enter your email address as your Username, and click on “Reset Password.” An email will be sent to you with a link to set your password.
3. Click on the link in your email to set your password and login.
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A HEART FOR ART & MISSION
by Gwen Wertz

World Missions - Cuban Art on Display

For about 30 years our congregation has had a relationship with several churches in Cuba, leading to a special
bond that is above what one might experience between two churches located here in the U.S. Even more important
and special are the bonds that form between individuals, not only from what seems to be a couple of simple encounters
experienced during one of our many trips, but the strong friendship that can develop between two people over many
years.
One such friendship is the connection between a Cuban artist, Roberto Rosette Bermudez, and World Mission
Team Member, John Geiser. John met Roberto about twenty years ago on one of his many trips to Cuba. Once
he and other SCAPC members, including Nell Johnston and members of other churches, found out about the
unavailability of art supplies, they began taking canvases, paints, paper and inks to Roberto so he could continue to
pursue his art.
Several years ago John was sent some of Roberto’s ink press prints. The plates used to create these art engravings
were made from salvaged metal Roberto found, including a car bumper and a discarded stove, and then rolled on the
special art paper using borrowed printing presses. The artwork was provided by them to the World Mission Team to
raise funds for many of the projects we have contributed to over the years, including a large effort several years ago
when we sold several framed and unframed prints to the SCAPC congregation to fund part of the roof replacement
at Juan G. Hall Church in Cardenas.
Recently we had the chance to display and sell the art along with the beautiful cards made by retired pediatrician
Julia Jorge-Vergara at Octavia Gallery on Julia St. as part of a month-long Cuban exhibition. This opportunity along
with others helps to provide continued support not only to artists like Julia and Roberto, but to the many congregants
of our partner churches in Cuba. Their art was also on display this September at SCAPC’s September Arts Spectacle.
We were excited to be able to share Roberto’s art which reflects his faith and his great concern for the earth which
God has created as well as Julia’s amazing cards created from flower petals and other natural plant material. Roberto
was able to come to the United States earlier this year and is currently residing in Corpus Christi, Texas.
For more information about acquiring the cards or the artwork or learning more about our ongoing projects and
upcoming mission trips, contact World Mission Team Members, Laura St. Clair, Ann Van Horn, Gwen Wertz or our
Team Chair, Henrietta Harris. •
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An 89 Year Retrospective

PEGGY HARDIE & 89 YEARS OF SCAPC MEMBERSHIP
by Mary Lou O’Keefe

This year, Mary Lou (Peggy) Hardie is celebrating eighty-nine years as
a member of St. Charles Avenue Presbyterian Church. The following is a
summary of her memories of SCAPC that she shared with us recently.
When Peggy Martin joined St. Charles Avenue Presbyterian Church
in 1926, just prior to her eleventh birthday, there were two buildings on
State Street between Benjamin Street and St. Charles Avenue. Those were
the Education Building (built 1925) and “the Little Church” (built 1912).
Since that time there have been demolitions, new constructions, purchases
and renovations, resulting in today’s larger footprint. The Church served
as her mother’s social nucleus, primarily with Women’s Groups that studied
the Bible and held other social events. Attire for Sunday service was dressy,
including hats and possibly gloves. Over the years Peggy’s family “acquired” a
pew on the right side, third from the front. Religious education was primarily
for the children and youth of the church, and members of the church served
as the leaders. There was only one Minister, Dr. Samuel Land, who served the
Church until 1959. By that time Peggy was married to Joseph McCloskey
and had three children of her own.
As the Church grew in size and programs, the number of ministers did too, maxing at three during the ministry
of Dr. Kenneth Phifer. Qualified Church members filled most of the Staff positions (Dorothy Marchal, Elsie
Fenerty), members of the Congregation volunteered in the office, and members of the Session were instrumental in
maintaining the finances. Peggy’s brother, Edward B. Martin, served on the Diaconate and later the unified Session.
A weekday Nursery School was started on the premises (1951), and a Mom’s Morning Out program (for two-yearolds) was housed in the Land Building in the 70’s and 80’s. The church bought the Land Building and the Newman
property on the corner of Eleonore and Benjamin Streets, the latter becoming the playground. There was another
renovation moving the Church offices from the first to the second floor; the (former) chapel was renovated with gifts
from the Memorial Fund, including that of Peggy’s mother; and Peggy (now widowed) and Bill Hardie were married
by Dr. Phifer on October 7, 1983, one week before he retired. The uniting of the Northern and Southern branches
of the Presbyterian Church into the Presbyterian Church USA also took place in 1983.
Over the years, the duties of the Assistant and Associate Ministers varied, and in
the mid-eighties SCAPC hired its first female pastor (Catherine Robinson) to serve as
the Youth Minister. The Music program was not memorable until the arrival of Steven
Blackmon. Even tone-deaf Peggy can appreciate the quality of the music. The church
began to extend its service outside the congregation in the late 1980’s, with STAIR, GED,
and the James Lewis School (Peggy donated some dining room chairs to its sale one year).
During the twenty-plus years of Don Frampton’s ministry, the church has expanded
educational programs on and off campus for children, youth, and adults; initiated
special speaker series in the fall and spring; recruited a Youth Director; created new
office positions; hired a financial officer; revitalized Congregational Life; and expanded
community ministry both at home and abroad. Though many of Peggy’s church friends
(Helen Shaw, T.D. Morton) are gone, through her former participation in the Adult
Bible Study classes, the weekly services held at Lambeth House, and the receipt of gift
bags from the Congregational Care Committee, she maintains her communication with
SCAPC and its members and is grateful for the community of believers she has been
graced to know and worship with all these years.
Peggy’s family is in the fifth generation of membership at SCAPC. Those who are
current members include Peggy; Mary Lou, Michael and Thomas O’Keefe; Delia Hardie;
Patrick & Shannon McCloskey Able (granddaughter), and their three children (great
grandchildren) Sydney, Madison and P.J. Able. •
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WELCOME

Caroline, Camille, & Caitlin

Please take a moment to get to know the newest
members of the SCAPC Staﬀ:

CAMILLE
ZANDER

Camille Zander recently
joined the SCAPC staff as the
Membership Coordinator and
the (future) Assistant to the
Associate Pastor. Camille and
her family have been members
of SCAPC since 2006. She
and her husband, Scott, are
the proud parents of their
daughter, Ava. For the past
ten years she has thoroughly enjoyed being a full-time
stay-at-home mom. Prior to the birth of her daughter,
Camille was employed as a pharmaceutical representative
for Merck for many years.
Camille has been actively involved in our
congregation, teaching Sunday School for the past six
years, has been a member of the Congregational Care
committee, and previously served as the White Gift
chair. Camille is also active in the Louise S. McGehee
school Parents League and volunteers her time for several
local charities and organizations. For fun, Camille enjoys
cooking, travelling, exercising, and spending time with
her family, friends and her beloved dog, Bean. She looks
forward to getting to better know the members of our
congregation and working with our various community
ministries. Welcome Camille!

CAITLIN
VANDERWOLF

I am thrilled to introduce
you to our newly hired youth
ministry
intern,
Caitlin
Vanderwolf. Originally from
Swarthmore,
Pennsylvania,
Caitlin became an affiliate
member of SCAPC in the fall
of 2013. Caitlin has been a
loyal youth volunteer for the
last two years, and is excited to
explore some of the ins and outs of youth ministry.
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She comes to us with a strong musical background
that we will put to good use at our Sunday night Youth
Group. Her goals for her internship include establishing
both a praise group with the musical youth and a middle
school girls’ bible study/discussion space. Please contact
her if you’re aware of any youth that would like to be
involved in either endeavor. Her office hours will be
on Tuesdays and Thursdays from 12:30-3:00 pm, in
addition to working on Sundays from 2:30-7:30 pm.
Please take some time to welcome her!

CAROLINE
COTTINGHAM

We welcome Caroline
Cottingham to SCAPC as
our new RHINO Ministry
Director. Caroline is a native
of Shreveport, Louisiana and
Greenville, Mississippi. She is a
graduate of Centenary College
where she earned a Bachelor of
the Arts in Sociology. She also
holds a Master of in Public
Administration with a concentration in Non-Profit
Leadership Concentration from UNO. Caroline came
to SCAPC from Arc of Greater New Orleans where she
worked with children with special needs as the Family
Service Director.
Caroline visited New Orleans in 2008 to help
rebuild a house that flooded during Katrina. The
memory of that trip and the lasting impact of her service
work inspired her to apply for the RHINO position.
Caroline moved to New Orleans in 2009, not long after
that service trip. She began working at SCAPC in May,
two weeks before Camp RHINO. She was “baptized by
fire” this summer by the largest ever group of campers,
nearly 300 over seven weeks! Caroline also organized the
Rebuilding Hope trip to Wimberly, Texas in November
to help rebuild homes after the flash flooding there. She’s
currently organizing several RHINO groups for spring
2016 mission trips.
Caroline loves to explore New Orleans and can be
found trying new food at festivals, biking local parks, or
hosting friends who’ve come to visit the Big Easy. Please
join us in welcoming Caroline to the SCAPC family! •

REPORT ON THE STATUS OF THE SCAPC 2015-2019 STRATEGIC PLAN
by John Pearce, Clerk of Session
In January of this year, to maintain its position as a leading church in both the New Orleans area and within the PC (USA),
SCAPC commenced implementation of its five-year, long-term plan. The Session has thirteen hard working committees/
teams, namely, (1) Christian Education, (2) Community Ministry, (3) Congregational Care, (4) Congregational Life, (5)
Finance, (6) Member Involvement, (7) Membership, (8) Personnel, (9) Property, (10) Stewardship, (11) World Mission, (12)
Worship and Music, and (13) Youth & Young Adults, all comprised of members of the SCAPC congregation and staff.
The Clerk, having met with the chairs and leaders of all SCAPC committees and teams, reports that implementation of
the SCAPC Strategic Plan is on schedule through August, 2015. Concurrent with a great deal of other study and analysis,
the following items are noteworthy:
Consideration is being given to reducing the number of Session committees/teams from thirteen to eleven by combining
Community Ministry and World Mission into one outreach team and by consolidating Christian Education and Youth
& Young Adults into one team (Spiritual Formation) overseeing all Christian Education. These committees and teams are
meeting to assess their joint efforts and to prepare a report to the Session on the advisability of undertaking coalescence.
Property has completed Phase I and is well into Phase II of repair of the major leakage problems involving the church’s outer
envelope. Further, Property determined the feasibility of, received congregational approval for, and has completed substantial
renovations to the second floor of the SCAPC Education Building.
Worship and Music, and the Finance Committee, working together have established a special fund dedicated to the
acquisition of a premier, new church organ. SCAPC’s present organ is some thirty-five years old. It is developing mechanical
problems and should be replaced and enhanced to insure that SCAPC’s music program remains of the highest quality. At
present, the plan is for the new organ to be purchased and installed only after all necessary funding is secured. This is a vital
and significant undertaking.
Membership advises that through August of this year, SCAPC is on target to increase SCAPC’s membership by five percent
by the end of 2019 thereby raising the SCAPC membership rolls at that time to 1,350 members.
Congregational Life is assisting in the effort to increase the number of small social and affinity groups at SCAPC, such as
several wine tasting events, to support the long range goal of a five percent annual growth in the Church’s membership. It is
also continuing development of a vibrant Wednesday Night Out (WNO) speaker’s program.
On the personnel side, Camille Zander has joined the staff as the new part-time assistant to the (future) Associate Pastor
and Membership Coordinator. Camille joined the staff in August, 2015. Also in August, Genny Hagler increased the hours
she is spending with the SCAPC office crew, which will allow her to assume additional administrative responsibilities
including, significantly, maintaining and strengthening the connection between the Church and the Nursery School. Caroline
Cottingham has been hired as the new RHINO Ministry Director, following in the able footsteps of Emma Pegues who, in
turn, successfully led RHINO from December 20, 2013 through early April of 2015.
The Associate Pastor Nominating Committee has reviewed over one hundred applications. Committee members have
traveled to PC USA seminaries to conduct on-campus interviews. A short list of candidates have visited SCAPC for additional
interviews. The Committee remains hard at work identifying a suitable candidate to present for congregational consideration
and approval.
Stewardship developed a 2015 initiative to increase member involvement (through both time and talent), and to
concomitantly increase donations to cover additional costs associated with the SCAPC Strategic Plan.
Finally, Congregational Care has formed a task force to study and to report to the Session on the feasibility of establishing
an adult care program at SCAPC, and Member Involvement is developing incentives to engage more volunteers from the
congregation to participate in SCAPC’s many programs and initiatives including, for example, the Carrollton Camps.
Much hard work went into the extensive effort to develop and approve the SCAPC long-range strategic plan, and a great
deal of energy is now focused on implementing that plan to insure accomplishment of SCAPC’s long-term objectives. •
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Heritage Sunday

RH INO
Katrina 10
Day of Service

PW Simple Elegance

Church Family BBQ

White Gift

Senior Adults visit Longue Vue
House and Gardens

SC BBQ Benefit
RH INO 10th Birthday Party

September Arts Spectacle
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SCAP C Christmas
Village

SCAPC Member Milestones
BIRTHS
Hayward “Hays” Manson Adams,
child of Pierce & Cameron Yancey
Adams
Juliette Elizabeth Bachmann,
child of Jessica & Jeb Bachmann
Clara Elizabeth Bell,
child of J.R. & Lindsay Hamm-Bell
Margaret Wells Carrere,
child of Park & Emily Carrere
Julianne Alise DuVernay,
child of Jennie Wimbish & Charles
DuVernay
Perrin Carrere Gilly,
child of Cameron & Kathryn
Smallpage Gilly
Scott Clark Graf, Jr.,
child of Scott & Vanessa Graf
Alice Virginia Granade,
child of Joseph & Katherine
Granade
Harris Henry Lemoine,
child of Luke & Catherine Lemoine
Hillary Joy Manuel,
child of Ben & Ellen Shields
Manuel
John Martin Roth,
child of Richard & Mary Martin
Roth
Charlotte “CC” Carrere Sapir,
child of J.P. & Charlotte Smallpage
Sapir
Dorothy “Dottie” Louise Smallpage,
child of Jack & Louise Smallpage
Carter James Stillwagon,
child of Brad & Claudia Stillwagon
William Alexander Thomas,
child of Wesley & Allison Thomas
Travis Slaton Turner,
child of Nathan & Anna Turner

Share your SCAPC member milestones with us!
Send them to Camille Zander, camille@scapc.org

Juliet Anne Wilt,
child of Jonathan & Laura Wilt
MEMBER DEATHS
Louise Kepper
Margaret Layman
Sue Pellerin
Henry B. Alsobrook, Jr.
Virginia Porter
Gary Schaefer
MARRIAGES
Erika Mullenbach and Curtis
Cunningham
Gretchen Bjork and Christopher
Garner
Kaitlin Crabtree and James Rodgers,
II
Mary-Margaret Wilbert and
Cameron Budzius
Clay Smith and Katy Mallios
Elizabeth Elkins and Michael
Newcomer
Caty Trammell Flower and Harper
Johnson
Robert Merrick and Sheryl Duplantis
Lilla Wright and Wilkins Kearney
Kyle Wallace and Eric Siegel
Elaine Holtzman and Ryan Brown
Sarah Schmitt and Matt Dunn
Cecile Hardy and Barre Christopher
Tanguis
BAPTISMS
Penn Foster Samuels
Son of Armand & Christina Peck
Samuels
Goodwyn Elizabeth Ziegler
Daughter of Richard & Wish
Ziegler

Mae Cleary “Macy” Tiller
Daughter of Ben & Allison Berger
Tiller
Carter Michael Thornton
Son of Mike & Kristen Thornton
Chloe Elizabeth Santa Barbara
Daughter of Justin & Ainsley
Hines Santa Barbara
Elizabeth Camille Hines
Daughter of Chelsey & Katherine
Hines
William Alexander Thomas
Son of Wesley & Allison Thomas
Sabrina Louise Schettler
Son of Bill & Sarah Schettler
Perrin Carrere Gilly
Daughter of Cameron & Katie
Smallpage Gilly
Juliet Anne Wilt
Daughter of Jonathan & Laura
Wilt
Travis Slaton Turner
Son of Nathan & Anna Turner
Scott Clark Graf, Jr.
Son of Scott & Vanessa Graf
Julianne Alise DuVernay
Daughter of Charles DuVernay
and Jennie Wimbish
Hillary Joy Manuel
Daughter of Ben & Ellen Shields
Manuel
Carter James Stillwagon
Son of Brad & Claudia Stillwagon

WNO Christmas Party
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St. Charles Avenue

presbyterian church
1545 State Street
New Orleans, LA 70118
www.scapc.org

Please deliver to:

